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From AC
The bright ones amongst you did notice
that the covering mail to last month’s
Newsletter stated it was the October’s
Newsletter – which obviously was not
the case – this is the October Newsletter.
Apologies for being over eager to get to the
year end!

Staff changes
Due to the resignation of Willem Steyn Junior who leaves us at the end of October for
pastures new and in preparation for Willem Steyn senior being moved up to compliance
have hired two new
eager beavers: Thabang
Mogano, and Katleho
Sikhosana, in a now
UMA support team.
They are under the
tutelage of two of our
existing shining stars,
Lindiwe and Natalie,
who will be passing
on their considerable
knowledge of the
support role. Expect to
hear more from the new
guys over the following weeks and months as they get more involved in their new roles.
Another new member of the team is Janine Snashal who will be looking after our primary
client contact area on phones and reception as well as providing much needed extra
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been relieved of her former switchboard duties, can now focus on the support role 100%.

Fax to mail numbers
This facility has not provided useful at all so we have decided to revert to the standard

Annual Levies
Hope you have paid these – the deadline was 31 October!

Refcheck
Don’t forget to get yourself registered with this facility. Go to www.associatedcompliance.
co.za and follow the links. We have a number of clients up and running and receiving
their DOFA details quickly as well as having access to a whole range of reference check
material.

Juristic representative status
October 2014.

Comments that we are aware of being submitted are
There appears to be a contradiction with Directive 156 when it comes to delegation of premium collection as the mandate would not have been provided by an

insurer for an outsource agreement whereas there is mention made of binders. It
was assumed this is because an outsource function for an insurer would not be
seen as an intermediary service.
And the most contentious comments we have come across are probably the following:
“In the motor dealer space, a huge percentage of dealers are Juristic reps of 3
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Principal FSPs.”
These Principal FSP are FSPs that don’t “operate” in the market themselves;
they are “umbrella” FSP that “rent” there FSP licence out to dealers for a monthly fee.
The IDA is the biggest player in this market. It is rumoured that they are not going to contract with all suppliers that dealers are currently dealing with, and that
they will only publish a list of “approved” suppliers a month before section 13
goes live.
Obviously many of the dealers we are dealing with will now apply for their own
FSP licences, but with the amount of applications and the coming holiday period
these applications will not be dealt with in time.
FSP must honour current agreements and contracts, for a minimum of at least 1
year, with all current product suppliers in order for these Juristic reps to obtain
their own licences.”

issues as debarment given that there would be no employment contract.

those applicable to a full Key Individual.

Many people may not be aware that within six months of the commencement date the
languages.
At the recent CISA conference the speaker on POPI mentioned that technically the use of
cloud servers for data storage could be seen as a breach of the POPI regulations as there
was no direct agreement between the company and the provider of the cloud storage as
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usually the local IT provider arranges the cloud storage contracts and not the company
themselves. Time will tell if this becomes an issue or a more practical approach will be
adopted.

been asked via the forum for comment on this.

It was also reported that
INSETA have developed
study material for use with the
– presumed to be the FETC
– that would be available free
of charge. However it seems
that this material must still be
used via a facilitation process
The impact on the overall cost
not known. We are seeking
clarity on this aspect as well.

Rotation of auditors
Further to our article in last month’s Newsletter we had some input from both the FIA

on the rotation issue:
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To which sections does section 90 apply to?
Section 90 applies to all companies and close corporates that are mandated to have an
audit in terms of the Companies Act requirements. This includes:
Public companies
State-owned companies
Companies and close corporations that have a interest score above 350 ;
statements are internally compiled; and
Companies and Close Corporations that have included the audit requirement in their

FSPs would fall into the same category as the Estate Agents and attorneys in that this is
not done in terms of the Companies Act.

Name change - possible consequences
We

recently

processed

a

where they had converted
queried the fact that, according
to their records, the FSP had
never applied for permission
to use their registered name
as it included the terms
requirement of both the Long
and Short-term Acts. This is a
requirement until recent times
that was not rigidly enforced.
the required approval has not been provided then this is being demanded as part of the
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In this particular case we were able to show that the FSP had actually obtained the
required permission, via an initiative that was undertaken for clients of Pretium Services

had to clearly state the purpose of the business, which in this case stated “No restriction
business activity being updated.
So the moral of the story is to check that your name has been approved – it may cost you

From the FSB

client needed
time of writing we had not managed to obtain a clear instruction on the entire process.
What we have been told so far is that:

change being processed on their behalf
made aware of the new rule who can then implement with their clients. Our assumption has to be made that it is “business as usual” until this notice has been
received.
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the practice needs authority. Whilst clarity has been requested on this point nothing had
been received as we went to press with this Newsletter.

Debarment: A discussion with the FSB
The recent CISA FAIS Forum recently hosted Advocate MatomeThulare Head – FAIS
Enforcement department for a discussion on debarment issues. Here is a summary of
the key issues addressed. The discussion itself was actually far reaching and extended

Background
The issue that led to this discussion we have reported on previously as it was one of our
clients that had a situation that almost resulted in action being taken against the FSP for
day rule i.e. the number of days allowed by an FSP who has debarred a representative

To refresh your memories: the case in question involved a protracted disciplinary process
where the rep concerned was removed from the register as they had been instructed to stop
acting as such for the FSP. The outcome of the disciplinary process was only concluded
some two months later which did result in a situation that called for debarment. As the
rep was no longer on the register and the 15 days was long gone the papers were referred

it, was not intentional.
However it was clear that the industry need to better understand debarment and the
consequences of failing to deal with issues correctly.
A more formal document on this increasingly complex aspect of FAIS has been promised
but the following is a summary the key items discussed:
Debarment is probably the most misunderstood part of the FAIS legislation. There
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cases being dealt with at the moment not least of which is the recent case involv-

a barrier to doing a debarment. The investigations should continue as should the
process
Debarment is complete when the FSP removes the rep from the register – not
The information requested from the FSP when submitting details of what was
and when application is made for reinstatement

stitute an action against the FSP.
the decision has been made on debarment and the process has been completed. If
the debarment is challenged it becomes a labour issue and would then be handled
as such.
ate to debar.

Employment contracts need to allow for suspension in cases of possible debarment. What should have happened in the background case referred to is that the
as long as it took to conclude the investigations. Once debarment had been decidAmendments around the debarment process are on their way but are being held up
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due to the workloads around Twin peaks.

ments

exist are somewhat different to what they see happening in the market place. They are
apparently seeing many examples of this situation not being handled correctly and they

an entire book in a once off exercise. How this is to be interpreted for a “gradual” move
over a period of time was not raised.
It is expected that consent to the move is obtained from each and every policyholder affected.
Acceptance can be written or recorded conversations.
No implicit or tacit acceptance methods are allowed.
SMS’s may be acceptable depending on how used but this is not a preferred
method.

1. The application of this stance where a UMA changes risk carrier and seeks to have
the existing business move as well via the brokers.
2. The process to be followed where there is no binder which currently has no spe-

consulted with FAIS and legal departments.
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Proposed governance and risk management framework for insurers
reaching proposed changes for insurers on issues such as:

Internal Controls systems.
We expect that some of these issues, especially the internal control systems, which include
risk management and compliance functions, will spill over into those with binders –
a copy via this link to our website, under the October 2014 Newsletter section.

2016 annual FAIS compliance reports
These are to be restructured totally. Drafts for comment can be expected by mid 2015.

questions is available come 31 May 2016 will only be seen in a draft format half way
FICA environment i.e. TCF. We will manage this situations as and when we know the
detail.

FAIS data exports – latest feedback from the FSB

the Act. We assume this will include insurers and their UMAs although it is not clear if
will be:
FSP number,
FSP name,
Status of the FSP and
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Debarment information will not be supplied due to the issues around releasing ID
numbers.
The main advantage of this data is that it will enable FSPs to run comparisons against

standards.

One related aspect that was highlighted by this case was the need to ensure that the FSP

to operate only when the FSP lapsed its licence which was some two year later. This

added great value.
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Information letter 3/2014 – review of complaints management
processes of insurers
This is an interesting document, primarily aimed at the Long and Short-term insurers,
and needs to be read by insurers. There are too many aspects to summarise here so we
have included a link to enable you to download a copy via the October, 2014 newsletter
section on our website.

level via their binder agreements and thus all UMAs should familiarise themselves with
the contents, as should all IT system providers as they will need to develop systems to
assist their clients with these standards.

Solvency Assessment and Management (SAM) discussion document 29
Another interesting read – especially for insurers and UMAs. It deals with authorisation
and reporting classes across both Long and Short-term insurers. It gives good input on
and comparisons to the Australian model. We have included a link to enable you to
download the full document via the October 2014, newsletter section.

Dawood Seedat – the FSB releases results of its investigation
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-

-

Whilst we have no doubt this is an accurate evaluation we somehow doubt it will be
paid their annual levies.

From the IISA
Supervisor status = CPD hours
earn you CPD hours under the IISA CP program. The CPD criteria allows hours to be

as a supervisor i.e. a copy of the supervision agreement plus proof of the on-going
monitoring process you are following.

hours per CPD year from this activity.

The Inside Out of motor insurance
Probably a little short notice by the time you read this but maybe worth an enquiry. It is
worth 3 hours of CPD!
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Interesting things we have read
Still no paper based magazines for review. For those old enough to remember proposals
and claim forms being sent by mail can you imagine the chaos a strike such as this

Insurance Gateway
heads around this concept anything you can read is worth the time;
Pillar 3 - Click here to read more.
Pillar 4 - Click here to read more.
Pillar 5 - Click here to read more.
Pillar 6 - Click here to read more.
Click here to read more.

The status of the aggregator – article from Moonstone - Click here to read more.
FA News
Click here to read the full article which continues on their website.
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Moonstone Monitor
Appeal Court Addresses Conditional Selling
loan providers who coerce clients to make use of in-house brokerages.
-

-

-

-
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-

Finance companies and banks, in
particular, will need to study this
ensure that it is in line with what is required.
We are not sure if the term “conditional selling” is still used today, despite being outlawed
years ago. We recall a time when the practice was rife, particularly in banks. A client
cover by more than strongly suggesting that a positive decision in this regard could play

In other instances, the application forms were simply included in the paperwork, and the
insurers.
One of our staff experienced this malpractice where short-term cover was implemented
retroactively for the year before they had purchased their house, as well as for the year
ahead. The fact that they did not own the house for which they were a paying an arrear
premium made little difference to the bank.
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to the public to enable them to fend for themselves when faced with this kind of coercion
which is certainly inconsistent with the fair treatment of clients, if not the constitution.
Direct marketing: How POPI has redrawn the battle lines
Posted on 1 September 2014 on the website of Millers Incorporated and re-published
here with their kind permission.

-
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